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Abstract: The experiments and numerical simulation were conducted for ZL205A aluminum alloy cylindrical shell casting. The 
formation mechanism of the linear segregation produced by the low pressure die casting (LPDC) process was investigated. And the 
heat transfer of the casting during solidification process was analyzed by simulation technique, resulting from the information of 
linear segregation obtained by plenty of experiments. The new linear segregation criterion was proposed through the simulation and 
experimental results. It was found that the melting metal with high Cu contents was feeding the crack shrinkage formed by the 
tearing under the effect of feeding pressure during the later solidification, which led to the formation of linear segregation. The 
control methods for the linear segregation were suggested based on the proposed mechanism. Finally, the criterion of linear 
segregation was confirmed by the production of the actual castings. 
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1 Introduction 
 

As one of the high strength cast Al−Cu alloys  [1], 
ZL205A, has been widely used in the automobile and 
military industry owing to its excellent mechanical 
properties at room temperature and high temperature 
[2−4], which is the preferential material in choosing the 
aluminum casting parts in the manufacture and the 
design of the aircraft [5,6]. However, the application and 
development are prevented seriously by its poor casting 
ability and large sensitivity to wall thickness in ZL205A 
alloy. The large crystallization range (633−544 °C) and 
the mushy solidification mode induced plenty of casting 
defects in productions, such as shrinkage porosity, 
segregation and hot tearing [7]. Among those defects, the 
macrosegregation appears frequently and is the most 
harmful defect in the large size ZL205A alloy castings. 
There are four types of the macrosegregate reported in 
large ZL205A alloy casts produced by low pressure die 
casting, namely linear segregation [8], punctate 
segregation [9], zonal segregation and nebulous 
segregation [10]. 

In the past decades, the formation of the segregation 
in Al−Cu alloys has been investigated and explained by 

many researchers [11−13]. During the solidification 
process in Al−Cu alloys, segregation occurs in several 
ways in which the solute elements could redistribute 
within the solidified structure. The generally accepted 
theory is that the interdendritic channels may contain 
liquid with highly solute content caused by lateral 
diffusion of solute during the dendritic growth, and then 
the high solute liquid is drawn towards the residual liquid 
from freezing interface by the convective flows in the 
melt, inducing abnormally high solute enrichment at 
final solidification regions in the Al−Cu ingot [14]. But 
for the large ZL205A alloy casts, the melt has not 
enough time and space for the convection because of the 
configuration of shell casting and the desirable sequence 
of the solidification. Thus, the conventional theory would 
not adapt to explain the formation of the 
macrosegregation in ZL205A cylindrical shell castings. 
Although ZL205A cylindrical shell castings have been 
widely used in aerospace and military industry for many 
years, there are barely investigations on the formation 
mechanism of macrosegregation related to the 
production. Therefore, in order to achieve the designed 
performance of the casting, the prediction and control of 
macrosegregate in large ZL205A alloy castings is very 
important, especially in the design stage. LI et al [8] have 
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attempted to explain the formation mechanism of linear 
segregation, and suggested that Cu might be 
concentrated in the melt during the thickness transition 
of casting wall. But the mechanism responsible for such 
behavior has not yet been well investigated, due to the 
fact that the proposed theory in their works was just 
inferred from some observable characteristics of those 
segregations. Hence, it is significant to investigate the 
responsible formation mechanism of linear segregation 
during the solidification process. 

In this work, the phenomenon of thermal transfers 
during the pressure solidification process of the ZL205A 
casting was analyzed by simulating the mold filling and 
subsequent solidification process of the ZL205A shell 
casting, and then the solidification information of the 
linear segregation area was obtained. In order to obtain 
the appropriate process parameters for low pressure die 
casting of cylindrical shell ZL205A alloy, not only the 
formation mechanism and the criterion of linear 
segregation in ZL205A cylindrical shell casting by 
LPDC process were proposed, but also the control 
methods for linear segregation were advanced. 
 
2 Experiment and simulation 
 

In the present work, the actual large size ZL205A 
alloy cylindrical shell casting has been produced and 
simulated. The slit gating system and chills were adopted 
to reinforce the globe feed, exhausting and establishing 
the solidification sequence. The model of the casting 
system required by simulation was implemented using 
the Pro/Engineer software of PTC, as shown in Fig. 1. 
Following, the FEM meshes of this model were 
generated automatically by the MeshCAST module; the 
practical casting process parameters were regarded as 
initial boundary conditions and defined in the pre- 
processor. Then, the simulation of the mould filling and 
solidification was performed by the ProCAST software. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Shape of ZL205A cylindrical shell casting, gating 
system and chills 

 
3 Results and discussion 
 
3.1 Microstructure of linear segregation 

The experimental results show that, the linear 
segregation has been observed at the lower parts of the 
casting, which is connected to slit gating system. The 
location and the morphology of the linear segregation are 
shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b), and SEM images of the 
microstructure at the cross-section of the linear 
segregation are shown in Figs. 2(c) and (d). It can be 
observed that there are large bright phases concentrated 
at the grain boundaries in the linear segregation area. The 
EDS analysis results show that the large network-like 
bright phase is Al2Cu and the matrix is almost pure Al. 
 
3.2 Formation mechanism of linear segregation 

The cylindrical shell casting was investigated in this 
work, the hot spot was observed in the casting at every 
part which is connected to the slit gating system by the 
simulation results. This means that there is a large 
tendency to form the hot tear at those places. In addition, 
the temperature profile at the hot spot is obtained based 
on the simulation results, as shown in Fig. 3(a). Figure 
3(b) shows the comparison of temperature curves at 
forepart (point A), middle part (point B) and tail part 
(point C) through the feeding path in the hot spot, 
respectively. The locations of points A, B, C are 
illustrated in Fig. 3(a). It is found that the temperature of 
point B is higher than that of point A corresponding to 
the hot tearing formed temperature range of 560−554 °C, 
and the temperature of point C is still nearly 600 °C. 
Moreover, through the analysis of the fraction solid 
results, it can be observed that the feed angle is near 180° 
along the feeding path. 

On the other hand, when the hot cracks formed in 
the casting, the pressure on these cracks is close to the 
vacuum. Based on the simulation results, the liquid 
pressure drop in the mushy zone of the hot spot is about 
100 kPa, which corresponds to the packing pressure in 
the experiment. Thus, the feeding conditions are  
satisfied. This means that once the hot cracks are formed 
at the pontes of the slit gating system and the casting, 
they would be fed by the melt in the silt gating 
immediately. 

Through the analyses above, considering that the 
hot cracks will form in the casting along the parts 
connected to the slit gating, and the linear segregation 
can only be observed at the bottom of the casting. The 
distribution of the solute Cu in the slit gating was also 
investigated in this work. The simulation result shows 
that the solidification time of the slit gating system is 
very long, so the floatation of the lower density     
α(Al) grains along the gravity direction would induce a  
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Fig. 2 Macro (a, b) and micro (c, d) configuration of linear segregation in ZL205A casting 
 

 
Fig. 3 Temperature curve of hot spot of ZL205A casting: (a) Solid fraction and position of points A, B, C; (b) Temperature curves of 
points A, B, C 
 
solute-depleted region near the top and a solute-rich 
region with a high eutectic fraction near the bottom of 
the slit gating system [15]. According to this phenomenon, 
the pressure drop would decrease with the increase of 
solute Cu in feeding melt, which leads to the linear 
segregation discovered at lower parts of the casting only. 

Therefore, according to the similar defect 
morphology between the linear segregation and the hot 
cracking, the mechanism formation of the linear 
segregation can be regarded as the coupling operation of 

the hot tearing and the feeding process during the 
solidification process. The great shrinkage of the 
ZL205A alloy brings on the hot cracks in the hot spots 
firstly during the late solidification, and the minus 
pressure forms in the crack. During the growth of the 
crack, the melt with high Cu content at the bottom of the 
casting can feed this crack subsequently and 
continuously. Finally, those cracks are cicatrized by the 
eutectic structure (α(Al)+Al2Cu) at 548 °C, as shown in 
Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of formation mechanism of linear segregation 
 

As a matter of fact, whether the tendency of hot 
tearing or the condition of feeding implement, it always 
relates to the size of the equiaxed grain, the structure of 
the grain boundary and the solidification manner. But the 
calculation and the prediction of the linear segregation 
by considering those factors would be very complex and 
time consuming. Therefore, in order to predict the 
location and the tendency of linear segregation in 
simulation process simply and effectively, the 
solidification information, including temperature 
gradient, cooling rate and solidification rate, has just 
been investigated for establishing the criterion. Because 
those factors mentioned above have a relationship with 
the solidification information closely for the same alloy. 

 
3.3 Criterion of linear segregation 

Considering that the noted criterion of the hot 
tearing based on the solidification parameter was 
proposed by the SAHM and HANSE [16], the criterion 
equation of the resisting hot tearing is  

w
et et

R UK
V GV

= =                             (1) 

 
where R is solidification rate; U is cooling rate; G is 
temperature gradient; Vet is solidification shrinkage rate. 

And considering that the packing pressure acted on 
the melt during the solidification process, WEN et al [17] 
suggested that the melt feeding criterion should be  
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U
Δ

=                                 (2) 
 

latm LPDCp p p ghρΔ = + −  

where ∆p is the pressure drop within the feeding path; 
patm is the atmospheric pressure; pLPDC is the packing 
pressure; ρlgh is the pressure experienced at depth h 
within the melt. 

According to the analyses above, it can be 
concluded that the part in casting where the hot cracking 
appeared and satisfied the melt feeding conditions 
simultaneity, has the great tendency to form the linear 
segregation. Namely, the formation of the linear 
segregation is directly determined by the tendency of hot 
tearing and the capability of feeding. Supposing the 
formation criterion of the linear segregation as LMSC 
(linear macrosegregation susceptibility coefficient) index, 
the LMSC should satisfy the following relationship: 
 

et et >

>

V GV
A

R U
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U
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                              (3) 

 
where A and B are undetermined constants. 

Supposing that the solidification shrinkage rate Vet 
of the ZL205A and the pressure drop within the feeding 
path are constant, then Eq. (3) can be expressed as 
 

G A
U
G B
U

⎧ ′>⎪⎪
⎨
⎪ ′>
⎪⎩

                                  (4) 

 
where A′ and B′ are undetermined constants similarly. 

Through the analyses of the solidification 
information obtained by the simulation results, the 
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relationship between the temperature gradient and 
cooling rate is /G U >1 within the globe casting, in 
which the cooling rate is less than 1 °C/s , thus, 
 
G
U

>1                                      (5) 

Therefore, the inequalities G G G
U UU

> and 

G G G
U U U

>  are tenable, and then a constant will   

exist, satisfying the conditions of the hot tearing 

formation as well as the feeding performance (
2

1.5
G C

U
> ), 

which will induce the formation of the linear segregation. 
The solidification shrinkage rate Vet and the 

pressure drop ∆p are substituted to Eq. (5), and it can be 
obtained 
 

2

sc et1.5
w

1MSC Gp p V
K U

∝ ⋅ = ⋅ Δ ⋅                (6) 

 
Hence, the formation criterion of the linear 

segregation is proposed as follows: 
 

2

1.5LMSC G p K
U

= ⋅ Δ >                        (7) 
 

atm LPDCp p pΔ = +  
 
where K is critical value of the criterion. 

Through the temperature analysis and the 
solidification data processing with the simulation result, 
the critical value of the criterion of the LPDC cylindrical 
shell ZL205A casting was obtained. The prediction 
results of the linear segregation of the modeled 
experiment showing K=673, as illustrated in Fig. 5, 
which means that the linear segregation will occur in the 
part where the inequation 2 1.5LMSC / 673G p U= Δ >  
are satisfied; while the area with the solidification  
 

 

Fig. 5 Prediction results of linear segregation of modeled 
experiment: (a) Profile of linear segregation; (b) Location of 
linear segregation 

parameters 2 1.5LMSC / 673G p U= Δ <  are safe. 
 
3.4 Control method of linear segregation 

Based on the investigation above, the linear 
segregation is induced by both the formation of the hot 
tearing in the casting and the subsequent feeding process 
with the Cu-rich melt. The distribution gradient of the 
solute is caused by the floatation of the equiaxed grains 
in silt gating system. Considering that the hot spots 
cannot be avoided during the feeding process, the control 
methods of the linear segregation can be obtained as 
follows: 1) the tendency of the hot tearing should be 
reduced; 2) the movement of the equiaxed grains should 
be prevented. Therefore, at the design stage of the 
casting, the appropriate number and size of the stiffener 
should be appended to enhance the ability of resisting 
distortion. Equally, the filter should be placed in the slit 
gating to prevent the grains from floatation, since the 
filter could increase the viscous force of the melt, and the 
convection caused by the grains floatation and 
thermal-solute would be prevented. 
 
4 Confirmation experiment 
 

In order to validate the applicability and accuracy of 
the criterion proposed in this work, the confirmation 
experiments are performed and simulated by choosing 
the casting with different configuration and pouring 
process parameters. Figure 6(a) shows the 
three-dimensional model of the casting system. The 
filling mould and the solidification process have been 
simulated before the production, and then the dangerous 
formation area of the linear segregation has been 
predicted by the proposed prediction model. The 
prediction results are shown in Fig. 6(b). It is found that 
the large tendency of the linear segregation not only 
appears at the parts of the casting connected to the slit 
gating system, where K>1000, but also inside the 
stiffener near the skin of the casting, where K>803, as 
shown in regions A and B indicated in Fig. 6(b). The 
experiment of this casting is conducted to confirm the 
criterion index. The X-ray inspection result shows that 
the linear segregation occurs at the predicted position, 
and the inspection photos of the linear segregation are 
shown in Figs. 6(c) and (d) corresponding to the regions 
A and B respectively. 

In another confirmation case, a number of interior 
stiffeners were set in the casting to prevent the formation 
of the linear segregation. Finally, the X-ray examination 
results of the production show that there is no linear 
segregation present in the casting produced with the 
same process parameters. 
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Fig. 6 Three-dimensional model of confirmation experiment (a), prediction result of linear segregation (b), experiment result of linear 
segregation inside stiffener (c) and linear segregation at pontes of slit gating and casting bottom (d) 
 

 
5 Conclusions 
 

1) The stress concentration at the high temperature 
zones of the casting induced by solidification shrinkage 
results in the formation of hot cracks. Then those cracks 
were fed by the melt with high concentration of Cu, 
which leads to the formation of linear segregation 
subsequently. 

2) Based on the simulation results and the 
theoretical analysis, the criterion of the linear 
macrosegregation was obtained. Namely, linear 
macrosegregation susceptibility coefficient LMSC= 

2 1.5/G p UΔ , the critical value of the criterion K = 673 
for large LPDC cylindrical shell ZL205A casting was 
provided by the experimental and simulation results. 

3) The experimental results show that a reliable 
criterion index to determine the potential positions of the 
linear segregation in large LPDC cylindrical shell 
ZL205A casting was established. 

4) The control methods for eliminating the linear 
macrosegregation were suggested according to the 
segregation formation conditions. The appropriate 
number and size of the stiffener inside casting and some 
filters along the vertical direction in the slit gating can 
prevent the formation of linear segregation effectively. 
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摘  要：采用实验和数值模拟方法，对 ZL205A 铝合金筒形壳体铸件在低压铸造时出现的线状偏析的形成机理及

预测模型进行研究。利用数值模拟技术对该铸件在凝固期间的传热进行分析，通过大量实际低压铸造获得 ZL205A

合金铸件中产生的线状偏析信息、铸件低压铸造过程的温度场以及线状偏析形成部位凝固参数的变化规律，提出

了 ZL205A 合金低压铸造过程线状偏析的形成机理和判据。研究表明，ZL205A 合金铸件的线状偏析是由于铸件

在凝固后期，浇注系统尚能进行补缩，此时铸件局部形成热裂，高浓度的溶质在补缩压力的作用下对该热裂填充

而最终在该部位形成线状偏析。根据分析得出形成机理，得到消除线状偏析的工艺控制方法。采用线状偏析判据

对其它铸件的线状偏析进行模拟预测，预测结果与实际浇注结果的对比表明，该判据能够较为准确地预测 ZL205A

合金筒形壳体铸件的线状偏析位置。 

关键词：筒形壳体铸件；线状偏析；形成机理；判据；控制方法 
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